The Art of Herbal Science

®

KANDESN® PURE GIFT SET

Harness the power and purity of nature’s best botanicals to reveal healthier, more radiant-looking skin from the outside in. A gentle yet effective four-step
regimen, Kandesn® Pure is handcrafted with precious herbal oils, extracts, and essences proven to nourish, cleanse, and balance your skin––without added
artificial fragrances, harsh chemicals, parabens, or animal by-products. No secret ingredients, just skincare that’s good for your skin. It’s that simple.

BENEFITS

GIFT SET

• 100% vegan skincare

KANDESN® PURE CLEANSING OIL

Detoxify your skin by gently removing dirt,
pollution, excess sebum, and other oil-based
impurities, even waterproof makeup. This
lightweight cleansing oil rinses off quickly to
reveal refreshed, glowing, dewy skin, with no
greasy residue.

• Ideal for all skin types and tones
• pH-friendly, noncomedogenic
• Cruelty-free

KANDESN® PURE FOAMING
CLEANSER

• Paraben-free

Purify your skin by lifting away dirt, sweat,
and other impurities and deep cleaning pores,
without stripping skin of vital moisture. Our
water-based, richly foaming cleanser leaves
your skin feeling refreshed, soft, and supple,
never tight and dry.

• No artificial fragrances
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PRODUCT CODE
Kandesn Pure Gift Set
Cleansing Oil 100mL
Foaming Cleanser 100mL
Beauty Water 100mL
Hydrating Gel Cream 37mL

KANDESN® PURE BEAUTY WATER
#0165510

INGREDIENTS
Check individual product factsheets for full
ingredient listing.

HOW TO USE
Step 1 - Cleansing Oil: Press the pump three times to
dispense the cleanser into the palm of the hand, and
massage it thoroughly into your skin. Rinse off with cold or
lukewarm water.
Step 2 - Foaming Cleanser: Press the pump three to four
times to dispense the cleanser into the palm of the hand,
and massage it thoroughly into your skin. Rinse off with
cold or lukewarm water.

Refresh your skin with our ultra-hydrating, pHbalancing beauty water. A synergy of botanical
ingredients balances and tones your skin while
creating a clean base for your beauty routine.
It’s a refreshing way to revive radiance and
rebalance your skin.

KANDESN® PURE HYDRATING
GEL CREAM

Quench your skin by giving it the moisture
and nourishment it craves. This silky gel cream
is infused with botanical emollients, flower
extracts, and sodium hyaluronate (a powerful
humectant) to leave your skin perfectly
hydrated with renewed fullness and elasticity.

Step 3 - Beauty Water: Mist the face or saturate a cotton
pad and smooth over face and neck in circular motions after
cleansing. Reapply as needed, depending on the climate
and/or skin condition.
Step 4 - Hydrating Gel Cream: Use morning and evening,
after cleansing and balancing. Place a small amount on five
points of the face (forehead, nose, chin, and each cheek).
Smooth from the center outward.

NOURISH + CLEANSE = BALANCE

Sunrider products are based on a simple yet powerful idea that blends Traditional Chinese Medicine with advanced science. We call it our
Philosophy of Regeneration®. When you nourish your body with only the finest natural ingredients and cleanse it from harmful chemicals,
artificial colours, flavours, and preservatives, you bring your body into balance. A balanced body is a healthy body.

For more information please speak to the person who provided this fact sheet to you or contact Sunrider Australia.
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Unit 6, 198-222 Young St, Waterloo NSW 2017
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